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Resorep is a rather generic name, so the real name for this tool is "Texture Replacer". It's basically a utility that can replace textures in your DirectX 11 application (DX 9 or DX 11 based game, e.g. X-Plane 11). As mentioned in the beginning, it's intended for replacing textures, not loading/unloading and for updating to
DX11. To get around this, the application keeps a cache of textures for DX 9 and DX11 applications separately, so they can work without errors. Download Resorep here (21 MB): http://www.imangelight.com/dx11/resorep.html Run the exe file, open the UI with the DX11 launcher and set the following settings: "GUI": DX11,
"IOGameDll" (default), "HostAddress" (default: '0'), "AddtionalPortNumber" (default: '0'), "AddtionalGameDll" (default: ''), "CheckForVersion" (default: 'false'), "Apply" (default: 'true'), "Uploads" (default: 'true'), "Downloads" (default: 'true'), "Caches" (default: 'true') Now you're ready to start replacing textures with Resorep.
The alternative for FAR is using TexMod or Umod as injector, but Resorep is so much easier to use! To check if you already have to files named game_d3d11.dll and ori_d3d11.dll in your game directory, you may use those as a check. In this case, you should also check the dllsettings.ini and the cache directory to find those
missing files (if any). As you can see, it's really easy to use. Run Resorep and your game, and the textures are replaced in the same order as the originals, but with a new texture. It's possible to edit textures and if you're real good, you can even override parts of your original textures or even swap them over.
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